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Section 2: Recursive Algorithms
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Review : Deriving Recursions (CL-

Section 3)
• How to construct the things of a given size by 

using the same type of things of a smaller size?

• A complete recursion formula of binomial 

coefficient.

– C(0,0) = 1,

– C(0,k)=0 for k ≠ 0 and

– C(n,k)=C(n−1,k−1)+C(n−1,k) for n > 0; 
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Review : Decision Tree and Depth First 

Traversals (DT-Section 1)
• The rank of a leaf of a decision tree is 

the number of leaves that are to the 

left of it in the picture of the tree. 

• Depth first vertex sequence, DFV(T)

– 1,2,4,2,5,2,1,3,6,8,6,9,6,10,6,11,6,3,7,3,1

• Depth first edge sequence, DFE(T)

– A,C,C,D,D,A,B,E,G,G,H,H,I,I,J,J,E,F,F,B

• Backtrack in Depth First Traversal

– If there are no unused edges leading out 

from the vertex, return to the vertex 

just above this one until we reach root. 
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Learning Outcomes

• By the end of this lesson, you should be able to 

– Understand what are recursive algorithms. 

– Understand how to use decision trees for recursive 

algorithms through examples.

– Master the towers of Hanoi problem.

• How to solve such a problem.

• How to interpret a configuration/state in such a 

problem. 
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Why do we need to learn this?

• Recursion is one of the central ideas of 

computer science.

• Tower of Hanoi is a very famous game that 

can be solved by recursion. 

– It is taught in Computer Science departments all 

around the world.
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Recursive Algorithms

• A recursive algorithm is an algorithm that refers 

to itself when it is executing. 

• As with any recursive situation, it must be with 

“simpler” parameters so that it eventually reaches 

one of the “simplest” cases, 

• The “simplest” case can be done without 

recursion.
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Example 9 : Sorting by recursive 

merging
• Sorting set S: putting the set S in order. Examples:

– Lexicographic order

– Linear order

– Smallest to largest

– …

• Merge sorting: sorting by recursive merging.

– The lists containing just one item are the simplest and they 

are already sorted.

– Given a list of n > 1 items, choose k with 1≤ k < n, sort the 

first k items, sort the last n − k items and merge the two 

sorted lists.
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Solution to Example 9 : Sorting by 

recursive merging
• Two main parts of merge sorting:

– splitting the list into two lists, and sort the two lists

– merging two sub-lists into one

• Pseudocode for merge sorting a list L
Sort(L)

If length is 1, return L

Else

Split L into two lists L1 and L2

S1 = Sort(L1) //recursion happens here.

S2 = Sort(L2) //recursion happens here.

S = Merge(S1, S2)

Return S

End if

End
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Solution to Example 9 : Sorting by 

recursive merging (2)
• Pseudocode of merge two sorted lists

Merge(S1, S2)

j=0; k=0;

For (i=0, i<|S1|+|S2|, i++)

If (j < |S1| AND S1(j)<S2(k))

S(i)=S1(j); j++;

Else

S(i)=S2(k); k++;

End for

End
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Definition 2 : Recursive approach

• A recursive approach to a problem consists of two 

parts:

1. The problem is reduced to one or more problems of the 

same kind which are simpler in some sense.

2. There is a set of simplest problems to which all others are 

reduced after one or more steps. Solutions to these 

simplest problems are given.

• Two ways to achieve recursion:

– Tearing down (Top-down): reduction to simpler cases

– Building up (Bottom-up): construction of bigger cases
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Definition 3 : Recursive solution

• We have a recursive solution to the problem (proof, 

algorithm, data structure, etc.) if the following two 

conditions hold.

1. The set of simplest problems can be dealt with (proved, 

calculated, sorted, etc.).

2. The solution to any other problem can be built from 

solutions to simpler problems, and this process eventually 

leads back to the original problem.

• Example: recursive solution to binomial coefficients

– C(0, 0) = 1, C(0, k)=0 for k ≠ 0

– C(n, k) = C(n−1, k−1) + C(n−1, k) for n > 0
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Example 10 : Permutations in lex order

• The figure shows the local description of a decision tree for 

listing the permutations of an ordered set S = {s1, s2, . . . , 

sn} with s1 < s2 < · ·  ·  < sn.

– Local description has two parts: simplest case and recursion.

– The vertices of this decision tree are of the form L(X) where 

X is a set.

– The right part shows a recursive tree.
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Solution to Example 10

• The figure shows the complete decision tree for {1,2,3,4}.

– A permutation is a label sequence on the edges from the 

root to a particular leaf. For example, (1)(2)(3)L(4) show 

permutation 1234 in one line notation.

– Repeating this process for the 

leaves from left to right 

gives the list of 

permutations

of 4 in lex

order.



Example 11 : Towers of Hanoi

• Context: n different sized washers with holes, and three poles. 

• Initial state: the washers are stacked on one pole: S.

• Object: move all washers from pole S to G with the help of pole E.

• Condition: at any time, no washer can be put under a washer bigger  

than it.
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Solution to Example 11 (1)

• We can design an algorithm H(n, S, E, G) for the 

problem.

– Number the washers 1 to n from smallest to largest.

– It takes washer number 1 to number n stacked on pole S, 

moves them to pole G with the help of pole E. 

• Design the algorithm using a recursive approach.

– To move washer number n, we must first move the other 

n−1 to the spare pole, 

– Move washer number n,

– Move the other n−1 on top of it.
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Solution to Example 11 (2)

• The local description of a decision tree that represents the 

recursive algorithm. To solve H(n, X, Y, Z) problem, 

1. list the leaves of H(n-1, X, Z, Y), moving the top n-1 washers 

from X to Y using Z;

2. move the largest washer (number n) from X to Z;

3. list the leaves of H(n-1, Y, X, Z), moving the top n-1 washers 

from Y to Z using X.
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Solution to Example 11 (3)

• All leaves of the decision tree are designated by symbols 

of             : move washer number k from pole U to pole V. 

– Example: the leaves of the tree with root H(2,S,E,G) are, in 

depth first vertex sequence order,
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Example 12 : The Towers of Hanoi 

decision tree for n = 4
• Sequence of the leaves from depth first vertex sequence shows 

the solution. The reason is from how the tree is constructed.

• Let hn is the number of moves required for n washers, 

hn=2hn-1+1

hn=2n-1

,,,,,,, 1213121
ESEGSGESGEGSES →→→→→→→

GEGSESGESGSEGE →→→→→→→
1213121

,,,,,,

GS →
4



Example 14 : The Towers of Hanoi 

configuration analysis
• Given the starting configuration/state for H(6, S, E, G) 

and a path to a leaf in decision tree: H(6, S, E, G), H(5, 

E, S, G), H(4, E, G, S), H(3, G, E, S),             .

• Questions: 

– What is the configuration of washers corresponding to that path, 

assuming that the move              has just been carried out?---

Solution (1).

– What is rank of the move/leaf corresponding to that path?---

Solution (2).

– Given a configuration of washers, what is the path corresponding 

to that configuration? ---Solution (3).

– Check whether a configuration of washers is legal. ---Solution (4).
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Solution to Example 14 (1)

• Question: how to get the configuration based on a path?

• Get configuration for 

each vertex of the 

path from the root. 

• Check the leaf

right before the 

vertex, which is 

the last move.

• No move is made 

before reaching 

a leaf.



Solution to Example 14 (2)

• Question: what is the rank of a move in a path, such as             in 

the path of this example?

• Each move is a leaf.

• Move sequence is leaf sequence from 

left to right.

• The number of moves required for n washers 

– hn=2n-1. 

• Add move/leaf number for each length.

(h5+1)+0+(h3+1)+h2=(25-1+1)+(23-1+1)+(22-1)

=43

• in the path is ranked 43 and is the 44th move.

• Leaf rank can be gotten by depth first search.

SG →
3

SG →
3



Solution to Example 14 (3)

• Question: how to get the path based on a configuration?

• Check the largest washer’s 

location to determine the which 

child of the root to choice.

• If it is moved, path goes to 

the child on the right. 

Otherwise, goes to the 

child on the left.

• Keep checking the 

next largest washer until 

reach smallest washer. 



Solution to Example 14 (4)

• Question: check whether a configuration, such as the one shown in 

the figure, is legal.

• The algorithm is H(6, S, E, G), which can be done by H(5, S, G, E), 

, H(5, E, S, G). 

• In this figure, washer number 6 is already at pole G, so the current 

configuration belongs to H(5, E, S, G), which moves 5 from pole E 

to pole G. So possible locations for 5 are at pole E and G. 

• But washer 5 is at pole S. Conflict, so it is an illegal configuration. 

• General solution : generate path on decision tree based on locations 

of washers from the largest to the smallest, and check whether the 

location of each washer conflict 

with its possible locations in 

decision tree.
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Resources for the Towers of Hanoi

• Solution/game online:

– http://www.mazeworks.com/hanoi/

– http://www.mathsisfun.com/games/towerofhanoi.html
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Homework and Pre-Reading Assignment

• Homework: 

– Exercise 2.1, 2.2, in page DT-26

• For next class, please read Section 2 (CL-23 to 
CL-26) and Section 3 (DT-27 to DT-34) of our 
textbook.

– Try to understand the recursive problem for Gray 
Code.

– Try to understand Conditional Probability and how 
Decision tree can help solve the problems for 
conditional probability. 
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